Ancestrality 4:
Geology and Deep Time

We are born storytellers, and were likely so even in the mists of human prehistory... And from a combination of narrative and technical wizardry, the distant past can be recreated, brought to life.¹

If people cease to exist tomorrow and we never send another carbon-bearing molecule skyward, what we’ve already set in motion must still play itself out... we Homo sapiens didn’t bother to wait until fossilization to enter geologic time.²

But, whatever we as a species do from now, we have already left a record that is now indelible, even while the scale of this fossilization event is still in question, and within our power to determine. Humankind has, through its various activities, done enough to preserve its relics into the far future... We have left our mark. However we are interpreted in some distant future, there will be little doubt that we will be associated with – and responsible for – some of the most extraordinary geology of this, or any other, planet.³

To be brief, geology is now a futuristic science. Geology, “deep history”, evolutionary biology and paleoanthropology – sciences based on “ancestrality” – in the time of ambient fears of catastrophic anthropogenic climate change (Anthropocene), extinction threats, dramatic loss of biodiversity, etc. are telling new stories that combine features of the prehistoric novel and science fiction, or “narrative and technical wizardry” to “recreate the distant past”⁴. In fact, they’re in the process of (re)building a tradition in Eliot’s sense as a “usable past”⁵ for a (posthuman) time “without humans”. Today’s humans, at least some of them, are realizing that the very process of hominization (human evolution) can no longer be seen as “complete” (this is maybe the ultimate challenge to Enlightenment thinking) but instead may continue in two ways: supersession or extinction. Narrative and technical wizardry work towards these two scenarios, the story of human replacement by artificial intelligence (transhumanism) and the story of human (self)extinction (posthumanism) – crossovers are of course possible. In this context, the humanist legacy nevertheless persists, humanism continues: there is something very comforting about the narrator’s position of the paleobiologist in Jan Zalasiewicz’s account, who sees the planet in a pebble as William Blake proposed to see the world in a grain of sand. There’s the satisfaction of projected hindsight, a reassuring moment of nostalgia in seeing the story of the human as “complete”. We are already “fossilized” and already live in “geologic time” – like Herr Geiser in Frisch’s Man in the Holocene – and just as we’re about to forget, we see everything again in the most possible clarity. This is how humanism imagines

⁴ Zalasiewicz, The Planet in a Pebble, pp. xii-xiii.
its end before it is eclipsed by some “post”, some successor species or thought. How reassuring that we can already say that we’ll have left our mark, that our future posthumousness is assured. And – with enough distance – there’ll be greatness as well, as Zalasiewicz assumes. Deep history, deep time and geology have become the stuff of big drama and tragic grandeur in a final attempt of humanism to shore up its legacy.

This is behind “the new cultural geology” Mark McGurl discovers at work in the climate of “the contemporary cultural-historical moment” supplanting the “postmodern”.6

what enables the perception of the postmodern-as-past is a new cultural geology, by which I mean a range of theoretical and other initiatives that position culture in a time-frame large enough to crack open the carapace of the human self-concern, exposing it to the idea, and maybe even the fact, of its external ontological preconditions, its ground.7

McGurl is surely right when he claims that this development – critical posthumanism, as we would call it – poses a profound challenge to “residual humanism”, but as seen above, it is by no means beyond re-appropriation by this very humanism. McGurl joins the speculative realists in regaining the “the great outdoors” by proposing to call the “not-newness” of the geologic projection of posthumanism “exomodern”.8 The tone of the exomodern jumps between apocalyptism and triumphalism, between utopia and dystopia in typical science fictional fashion while witnessing “the profound contingency and fragility of contemporary social and economic institutions, which are always already falling apart”.9 We shouldn’t forget that cultural pessimism is also a mode of humanism, the reverse side of humanist triumphalism – humanity in its most brilliant and most abject moments. It is therefore no surprise that McGurl detects in the new cultural geology “a certain pessimism about the ability of human beings to do anything about the crisis their actions have precipitated”.10 It is a perfect conceptual device to abdicate responsibility given the geological vastness that came before and that stretches out after humanity:

Having dramatically increased the spatial and temporal scale at which human history will be viewed, that is, human agency itself becomes visible as something nested in forces beyond its control. Thus the terror we see in the not-quite empty sky is the terrifying nature our ethically unconscious selves. We are the terror, but only insofar as “we” are discovered to be the “non-human” in precisely the way stone is – in being careless of the fate of the other.11

One can imagine several posthuman genres developing here – comedy, as McGurl himself proposes,12 but also heroic tragedy in the face of the ultimate adversity, human responsibility and the superhuman “scale” of the challenges ahead.

Mindful of the ultimate form of humanism and human exceptionalism that the “geologic turn” might harbour the kind of critical posthumanism we’re advocating here must avoid turning deep time into a mechanism of deferral of human responsibility and politics. One move towards such a repoliticisation
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7 McGurl, p. 380.
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11 Ibid.
of humanity “as geologic” in the Anthropocene is suggested by Kathryn Yousoff,\textsuperscript{13} when she calls for an investigation into “geologic life”: “a mineralogical dimension of human composition that remains currently undertheorised in social thought”. By “examining fossils as material and discursive knots in the narrative arc of human becoming”, she thus argues for a “geological turn” which takes seriously “not just our biological (or biopolitical) life, but our geological (or geopolitical) life, as crucial to modes of subjectification in the Anthropocene”.\textsuperscript{14} When humans thus begin to see themselves as “geologic subjects” and put “geopolitics” alongside “biopolitics” within a posthumanist conceptual and value framework that takes postanthropocentrism seriously (but not too literally), then a (new) materialist, geo-vitalist notion of ancestality might contribute to seeing human agency in the Anthropocene not in the sense of an “undifferentiated colonizing” and homogenizing “age of man”, but “offer alternative imaginaries for the inhuman forces within humanity”.\textsuperscript{15} Our own contribution here to problematize the paleoanthropological “origin story” of the human (from an “intrinsic” human perspective) through the notion of Before Humanity very much shares in Yusoff’s hypothesis that:

If origins are conserved in the forgotten strata of endings, new origin stories possess the possibility to disturb the reality of the end so that other modes of apprehending the buried geological subjectivity of the Anthropocene might be unearthed that question its unifying claims of global geologic agency.\textsuperscript{16}

It is therefore vital for a posthumanist politics to extend agency to the nonhuman, on the one hand, but also to pluralise the human from within, so to speak to take into account a plurality of “geontologies”.\textsuperscript{17} This is particularly true of accounts of “prehistoric Man” based on an “undifferentiated originary position”, which is thus, through its uncontested universalism, depoliticised. Before Humanity instead insists on both the plurality of “origins” and “humanities” and extends the political struggle of (human and inhuman) difference into both past and future, i.e. it ancestralises and pluralises both backwards and forwards, so to speak, in asking what humanities are there before and after “humanity”?\textsuperscript{18}


\textsuperscript{14} Yusoff, “Geologic life”, p. 780.

\textsuperscript{15} Ibid., p. 781.

\textsuperscript{16} Ibid., pp. 781-782

\textsuperscript{17} Cf. Elisabeth Povinelli, Geontologies: A Requiem to Late Liberalism, Durham: Duke University Press, 2016, who shows “how our allegiance to the concept of biopower is hiding and revealing another problematic – a formation for want of a better term I am calling geontological power, or geontopower” (p. 4).

\textsuperscript{18} Cf. Yusoff, “Geologic life”, p. 786: “the human that we have become has no ‘we’ at the level of genus, or in terms of racial, sexual or geographic identity”; see also p. 789: “The fossil, then, is an abandoned being that suddenly in the midst of the present reconfigures the possibilities of times, of past and future, and like a line of flight thrown from some prehistoric world or imagined future it offers a hitherto unimaginable direction to thought and becoming – ourselves as Neanderthals, others as Denisovan, human strata, geologic subjects, extinctions, and survivals”.